
The Southeast's Economic 

Review and Outlook:

A Slow Road 

To R ecovery

T h i s  a r t i c l e  w a s  p r e p a r e d  b y  W i l l i a m  D .  T o a l  b a s e d  o n  m a t e r i a l  

c o n t r i b u t e d  b y  o t h e r  F e d e r a l  R e s e r v e  B a n k  o f  A t l a n t a  

e c o n o m i s t s  B r i a n  D i t t e n h a f e r ,  J a m e s  F e r g u s ,  J o h n  G o d f r e y ,  

F r a n k  K i n g ,  a n d  G e n e  S u l l i v a n .  T h e  b o x e s  w e r e  p r e p a r e d  b y  

P a t r i c i a  F a u l k i n b e r r y  a n d  B r i a n  D i t t e n h a f e r .

"For the Southeast, eventual recovery w ill, at least according to our view, be 

slower than nationally, partly because a greater overhang in housing appears 

to exist here and w ill blunt any strong rebound in related industries."

(Monthly Review, January 1975, p. 9)

As the quote above indicates, we thought the Southeast economy would 

begin a slow recovery in 1975, slower than nationally. W h ile  we didn't 

anticipate the sharpness of the region's recession early last year, our predictions 

of the recovery's momentum were realized. Hopefully, our forecast of 

1976's regional economy w ill be as accurate. But interpreting either the region's 
or nation's complex economic system is no easy task. Tomorrow is uncertain; 

today is fuzzy; and yesterday is constantly being revised.1
Last year's economic developments in the Southeast and in the nation 

cannot be considered in isolation; they are closely tied to events in 1973 and

1974.' Last year began with the final stages of a very sharp business downswing 
which had started in 1973. The ensuing recovery has followed the standard 

cyclical pattern with inventory corrections leading to recoveries in employment, 

production, and incomes. But throughout the last recession and recovery to 

date, one distinguishing feature has been noted: For the first time in the 

postwar period, the Southeast has had a sharper recession and slower recovery

Yesterd ay  is blurred by the problems of measuring econom ic activity. For example, second-quarter 
real Gross National Product was initially reported as declining but subsequently revised to show  
an increase of over 3 percent annually. Was the bottom of the recession the first or second  
quarter of 1975? Data revision changed the initial answer.

-The Southeast here refers to those states entirely or partially within the Sixth Federal Reserve District—  
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, M ississippi, and Tennessee.
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HOUSING: A POTENTIAL STIMULUS

The past year's sluggish residential construction 

and mobile home shipments have left the housing 

stock at relatively low levels. As a result, 
normal population growth could exercise a strong 

upward pull on the level of building activity.

One of the primary determinants of housing 

demand is the number of households desiring 

separate shelter. Using annual data for the past 

decade, we were able to establish a rough relation

ship between changes in total number of house

holds and number of new housing units built for 

the Sixth District (see chart) and the nation. In each 

case, 1972 and 1973 were years of overbuilding, 

more so in the District than nationally. As might be 

expected, underbuilding occurred in 1974. In the 

District, new housing in 1974 was short of what our 

relationship would indicate for that level of 

household formation by about the same amount of 

excess created in the two previous years; in the 

nation, somewhat less than the surplus was worked 

off. On the basis of latest data available, it 

appears that significant underbuilding continued 

into 1975, dramatically so in the District.

Many other factors influence the demand for 

housing; this is seen in residential building's 

past and current deviations from the relationship 

we have examined. Yet, the housing market is far 

out of line with underlying demographic forces. 

Despite publicized housing and condominium 

overhangs in the District, a general housing short

age may exist. Substantial overbuilding w ill be 

necessary within the next several months if the 

demographic relationship alone holds. In short, 

housing is a potential spur to economic recovery, 

especially in the Sixth District, variables such as 

housing costs, interest rates and incomes permitting.

than has the nation. The cliches about the Southeast 
outperforming the nation's economy (based on 

past experience) have had to be thrown out. W ill 
recovery in 1976 continue slower in the Southeast 

than in the nation? Examining regional economic 

developments in the past year may help gain 

some insight into the Southeast's economic 
prospects.

One Year Ago: Clouds on the Horizon

In late 1974 both the Southeast's and 

nation's economies showed weakness in 

many sectors. Declines in automobile sales and a 

sharp contraction in residential construction and 

related industries, underway since mid-1973, had 

abruptly halted the growth of the Southeast's 

economy and thrown it into a slide. Toward the 

end of 1974, this weakness had spread to other 

sectors; and the shocks from higher energy prices 

and inflation's erosion of purchasing power were 

beginning to grip the region's economy. The 

Southeast's unemployment rate had shot up to 

over 6 percent but was still lower than the 

national rate.

What followed was not pleasant. In late 1974, 

the region's unemployment rate jumped past the 

nation's, and by last spring, over 10 percent of the 

Southeast's labor force was unemployed. Job 

statistics coldly confirmed that the region was in 

the midst of a more severe recession than was the 

nation. Certainly the recession had become much 

worse than many had expected just a few months 

earlier.

Housing Remains Sluggish

Among the reasons for the unexpectedly sharp 

fall-off in business activity was a continued tumble 

in residential housing activity. In 1974, much of the 

Southeast's worse-than-national slide can be laid to 
the sharper drop in construction coupled with the 
relatively greater importance of this sector and 

related industries in the region's economy. This 

continued into early 1975. In fact, measured in 
number of new residential units contracted, home 

building in 1975 in this region was well below 

depressed 1974 levels. Home construction in 1975 

slid to less than one-third the levels recorded in 
the booming years of 1972 and 1973. Overbuilding 

from these earlier years, along with high home 

prices and tight mortgage markets, continued to 

stall new home building. There is plenty of evidence 

that overbuilding was more severe in the Southeast 

(see box). Again in 1975, declines in the Southeast's 

residential construction were greater than in the 

nation. New contracts for residential units were off 

nearly 40 percent in the region compared to the 

nation's 23 percent.

Translated into its impact on employment, the 

region's construction decline accounted for 40

percent of the Southeast's total nonfarm job fall of 
300,000 from late 1973 to April 1975. And in 
Georgia and Florida, where residential construction 
slid the most, construction job losses were an even 

bigger chunk of the total decline. In Florida, 

approximately two-thirds of total job losses over 

the past two years are attributed to construction.

Consumer Turns Pessimistic

But the continued construction slide was only 

one ingredient in the unexpectedly large fall in 

economic activity late in 1974 and early in 1975.

In the Southeast as in the nation, the consumer 

turned increasingly pessimistic and cut back on 

spending. This left retailers, wholesalers, and
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S o u th e a s te rn  h o u s in g  fe l l  sh o rt of u su a l p o p u la 
tio n  d e m a n d s in  1 9 7 5 . New Dwelling Units & 

Mobile Home Shipments

Change from Previous Year in Total Number cf Households

manufacturers with large unsold inventories on 

hand. The degree to which retailers were deceived 

by rising dollar sales (caused by inflation) is 

indicated by their inventory-sales ratio, which rose 

to a postwar high in fourth quarter 1974. During 

this time, automobile inventories rose to twice their 

normal level in relation to sales. The net results 

were dramatic cuts in production and employment 

early last year as these excessive inventories were 

liquidated. It appears, here again, that the consumer 

retrenched to a somewhat greater extent in the 

Southeast than he did nationally and understandably 
so. Throughout the second half of 1974 and into 

early 1975, personal income gains were less in the 
region than in the nation, and there is some 
evidence that inflation was somewhat higher in the 

Southeast. As a result, real incomes seem to have 

eroded slightly more in this region. Considering 

this greater decline in real income and a double

digit unemployment rate, it is not surprising that 
the region's consumers seemed to be even more 

pessimistic than those in other parts of the country. 

Auto sales, which spurted during the rebate 

programs, fell off even more sharply than nationally 

after the rebates were ended. Sales at department 

stores also were more sluggish in the Southeast, 

and instalment credit buying fell more (in 

percentage terms).

Consumer instalment credit outstanding at 

regional commercial banks began dropping in late

1974, several months before it fell nationally. 

Consumer credit outstanding continued to shrink 

in the Southeast through mid-1975, several months 

after it was rising again nationally. These declines 

in consumer credit reflect both the downturn

in consumer spending and lenders' concern over 

borrowers' ability to meet obligations. Consumer 

loan delinquencies were on the rise in 1974 and 

peaked early in 1975. It was logical to expect 

lenders as well as borrowers to be wary of further 

indebtedness.

Capital Spending Falters
Weakness in residential construction and con

sumer spending in early 1975 was joined by a 

faltering in other construction activity. The 
previously strong nonresidential sector began to 

flatten out early last year as it did nationally. The 

value of nonresidential contracts, in real terms, 

declined in the region throughout 1975. Many 

cancellations or postponements of capital spending 

plans were reported in the region in 1975. The 

reason for this is clear. Overbuilding of commercial 

and office buildings and generally high 

construction costs in the environment of 
economic decline depressed demand for new 

nonresidential building. Added to this, interest 

rates on permanent and construction loans remained 

above average 1974 rates and further dampened 

demand last year. New contracts for commercial 

and office buildings fell throughout most of the 

Southeast. But not every Sixth District state had 

declines in nonresidential construction. Alabama, 

Louisiana, and Mississippi showed substantial gains, 

accounted for by a few large contracts for 

manufacturing plants, electric power and heating 

systems, and dams and reservoirs.

Farming Provides Some Strength
One bright spot early last year was the District's 

farm sector. The region's farmers had a very good 

year in 1974. Most crop producers received 
unexpectedly high incomes as a result of their 
record-breaking production at the same time that 

much of the rest of the country suffered from 
drought and early freezes. Only livestock and cotton 

producers felt the recession gripping the economy 
as 1975 began. Relatively strong demand for meat 

products in 1975 helped Southeastern livestock 

producers avert a disaster of even greater propor

tions as they marketed heavy supplies of livestock. 

Meanwhile, cotton farmers were hurt by the 

worldwide recession in fiber demand which 

dropped cotton prices in late 1974; they diverted 

much cotton acreage to soybeans, depressing 

soybean prices. But overall good times continued 

into 1975 for most other Southeastern crop 

producers. Thus, the Southeast's farm cash receipts 

in early 1975 remained at relatively high levels and 

countered at least part of the slide in income and 

spending in other sectors.

Bank Lending Drops

Regional banks felt the consumer retrenchment 

noted earlier. Consumer loans in late 1974
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and through the first half of 1975 declined, 
but lending in general dropped in early 1975, 

after advancing strongly over the first half of
1974. W ith business firms paring down inventories 

and consumers cutting back on their instalment and 

real estate borrowing, total bank loans dropped 
nearly 5 percent during the first six months of 1975. 

The runoff was especially large for business loans, 

which fell over 11 percent at the region's largest 

commercial banks. Businesses repaying substantial 

amounts of bank credit were wholesale and retail 

trade firms, service establishments, and, in 
manufacturing, food processing, textile, and apparel 

firms. Particularly in manufacturing, the decline 

in business loans was tied to sharp inventory 

liquidation.

As loan demand weakened and short-term 

borrowing costs receded early last year, Southeast

ern bankers began lowering lending fees. The prime 

rate, which had soared to 12 percent in mid-1974, 

declined from slightly over 10 percent at the first 

of last year to about 71/4 percent at the end of 1975.

W hile  loan demand was falling, the region's 
bankers were none too aggressive in seeking out 

new borrowers. Last year, efforts to improve 

liquidity and to protect against large loan losses 

turned banks into very cautious lenders; this 

coupled with the drop in loan demand as the 

economy stalled brought about the sharp decline 
in bank lending.

Southeastern banks turned to safer and more 

liquid assets. The region's banks added about $1.2 

billion in U. S. Treasury debts to their portfolios, 

over 40 percent more than in 1974. Nearly three- 

quarters of the increase in government debt was in 

maturities of under two years. At the same time, the 

region's bankers curtailed purchases of state and 

local government securities because loan losses 

made these tax-exempt bonds less attractive.

Manufacturing Slides

W hile the near depression in the construction 
sector was causing the Southeast's economy to drop 

more severely than the nation's, the region's 
manufacturing sector just about matched the 

nation's manufacturing decline. In fact, it may 
have fallen slightly less, largely because heavy 
manufacturing took a larger cyclical dip than light 

manufacturing (as it usually does), and the South

east's manufacturing sector is more heavily 

weighted toward nondurable production. But non

durable production and employment fell off more in 

this past recession than in others, and the evidence 

shows an even sharper-than-national dip in the 

Southeast. Textiles and apparel, two very important 

Southeastern industries, account for much of this 

drop. They had held up well during 1974 but lost 

jobs rapidly from late 1974 through March 1975 as 

inventories were liquidated on a massive scale.

Reflecting the greater-than-national weakness in 
construction and consumer spending, wholesale 

and retail trade jobs fell slightly more in the 
Southeast than in the nation. Employment in these 

industries peaked late in 1973 and then fell by 

about 3V 2 percent through early 1975; nationally, 
job losses in trade establishments ran only about 1 

percent over the same period. The business service 

sector, composed of finance, insurance, and real 

estate establishments, held up better in 1974 than 

did most other areas, but employment began to 

slip in these industries in 1975. It is interesting to 

note that the states with the steepest declines in 

construction activity, Florida and Georgia, also had 

the largest drops in business service activity, 

measured by employment, as contractions in one 

sector spread to others. The only sector showing 

relatively normal growth through early 1975 has 

been government, as Federal and state and local 

jobs have continued to rise by just over 6 percent.

Hitting Bottom

It is now confirmed that the Southeastern economy 

touched the bottom of its steepest postwar decline 

sometime around second quarter 1975. Unemploy

ment peaked in May at 10.4 percent; at the same 

time the nation's unemployment rate was cresting 

at 9.3 percent. Regional nonfarm employment hit a 

jagged low in the April-June period, the same time 

it did nationally. Manufacturing production began 

to turn in April earlier than the rest of the economy. 

This was largely because of a quick turnaround in 

nondurable manufacturing such as textiles and 

apparel, where production and employment were 
cut sharply in late 1974 in order to pare excess 

inventories. By these broad measures, the bottom 

of the recession came at about the same time, both 

in the Southeast and in the nation. However, the 

Southeast's substantially higher unemployment 
rate reflects the severer recession here, especially 

since the region's jobless rate was lower than the 
nation's only six months earlier.

Consumer Spending Fuels Rebound

What stopped the region's economic slide? The 
same forces working nationally, some contrived, 

some automatic, did, turning the economy onto 
the recovery path. Consumer spending provided 

the first signs of an economic revival. An avalanche 

of "rebate" sales temporarily improved car sales, 

as well as a blimp in retail and department store 
sales.

Other forces were also at work to counter both 

the Southeast's and nation's decline, including 

automatic stabilizers such as transfer payments 

which helped soften the declines in real incomes 

last year. For example, over the last half of 1974 

and the first half of 1975 wages and salaries
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R e c e ssio n  to  R eco v ery

R eversin g  th e  trad it ion ,  th e  S o u th ea s t 's  
u n e m p l o y m e n t  rate rose  a b o v e  th e  n ation 's .  . .

. . . as n o n fa rm  jo b s  fell.

T h o u g h  fa lling sharply, reg ion a l factory  jo b s  
h a v e  recen t ly  r e c o v e r e d  m o re ,

but  a la gg in g  h o u s in g  s e c to r  c o n t i n u e s  to  
d e p r e s s  th e  reg ion a l  e c o n o m y .  . .

. . . an d  n o n r e s id e n t ia l  c o n s tr u c t io n  b e g a n  
to  f latten  o u t  last year.

G rea ter  p r ice  in crea se s  c o m b i n e d  w ith  
fa lling e m p l o y m e n t  to  d e p le t e  real in c o m e s  

s l ightly  m o r e  than n ationa lly .  . .

. . . c o n tr ib u t in g  to  a sharper c u tb a c k  in 
c o n s u m e r  cr ed it  in th e  Sixth District,

D istrict
U .S .

U n e m p lo ym e n t Rate

N onfarm  E m p lo ym en t

M an u factu rin g  Em p lo ym en t

%

10

100

90

R e s id e n tia l
C o n stru ctio n  C o n tra cts

100

-  90

100

-  50

150

— 100

R ea l P e rso n a l Incom e
(Index 1Q’73 =  100)

— 102

-  100

-  98 

/v

1973 1974 1975
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A  C o m p a ra tiv e  V ie w

New Auto Registrations
(3 Mo. Moving Avg.)

— 100

50

- 120

100

110

90

140

-  120

— 100

120

100

1973 1974 1975*
*ln 1973, District States = $8,994.9 million,
U.S. $86,874.5 million **Partly estimated.

All data are seasonally adjusted, and indexes are 
based on Jan. 1973 = 100, unless otherwise indicated. 
Banking figures are for member banks.

.... , J L r ^ .......... » ....

1973 1974 1975

100

50

. . . a s t e e p e r - th a n -n a t io n a l  fall in a u to  sa les .  . .

. . . an d  w e a k e r  sa le s  at d e p a r tm e n t  stores .

D e m a n d  d e p o s i t  in f lo w s .  . .

. . . as w e l l  as t im e  d e p o s i t s  h a v e  p ic k e d  up  
at a b o u t  th e  s a m e  p a c e  in reg ion  a n d  n a t ion ,

but ban k  le n d in g  tu rn ed  up  s l ightly  earlier  in 
th e  reg ion .

Farm cash  r ece ip ts  h a v e  risen m o r e  rapidly in 
th e  S o u th e a s t  in 19 75 .

In s o m e  case s ,  m o r e  r e c e n t  data  are a v a ilab le ,  
th o u g h  n o t  p lo t te d  here .  S e e  chart, p. 16
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declined more in the Southeast than nationally.

Over this same period, transfer payments, 
including unemployment compensation and 

Social Security, were increasing more rapidly in 

the Southeast. In general, transfer payments seemed 

to help sustain personal income and played more 

of a stabilizing role in the Southeast than they did 

nationally.

The economic climate, both nationally and in the 

Southeast, was also helped early in 1975 by a 

slackening in the inflation rate. Inflation receded 

from the double-digit range to the more palatable, 

yet still troublesome 6-to-7-percent range during the 

first half of last year. The immediate effects of this 
reduction in inflation are nebulous but probably 

exerted a positive influence on consumer attitudes 

and willingness to spend, both important precon

ditions for economic recovery.

Tax Cut Cements Recovery

The final element ensuring a rebound in the 

consumer sector was the Tax Reduction Act of 

1975, which gave a one-time tax rebate and also 

reduced tax-withholding schedules. The tax reduc

tion had a sharp and dramatic impact on disposable 
incomes as they rose sharply in the second quarter, 

both nationally and in the Southeast. This pickup in 

disposable incomes provided the necessary fuel to 

keep consumer spending on the upswing. Depart

ment store sales and auto sales turned upward 

again, though not quite as rapidly in the Southeast. 

At the same time, consumers saved sizable amounts 

of their increased incomes, causing the beginning of 

sustained deposit inflows into financial institutions.

Savings and loan deposit inflows began to pick 

up even before the tax rebate and reductions but 
surged with the rebate. They have slackened off to 

more normal inflows recently. Yet the region's 
savings and loans used a relatively small proportion 

of these inflows for new mortgages. Instead, 
reacting to weak housing demand and fears of 
impending disintermediation, they devoted a larger- 

than-normal proportion of inflows to paying off 

loans and increasing liquid assets. Even so, the drop 
in residential building touched bottom in February

1975 and has recovered moderately since that time.

As mentioned, the Southeast's commercial banks 

reacted as the savings and loans did last year.

Deposit flows, particularly demand deposits, began 

rising early in 1975 in the Southeast, as they did in 

the nation. But bank lending didn't turn upward 

until June. Even so, this was a typically earlier 

turnaround than in bank lending nationwide. A 

slower recovery in consumer spending sent con
sumer instalment credit up several months later 

(September) in Southeastern banks than in the 

nation's. But business lending rebounded slightly 
earlier (July) than nationally, largely because of a 

strong recovery in some service industries and

nondurable goods industries, such as textiles, 

apparel, and chemicals.

Recovery: How Strong?

The Southeast's economy has been recovering since 

the April-June 1975 trough. The ingredients in this 

recovery are much the same as those in the national 

economy's comeback. But up to this point, the 
Southeast's recovery seems to be slower. Nonfarm 

jobs still remain below prerecession levels in both 

the Southeast and nation. But they have risen 

nearly twice as much nationally as in the region 

over the first six months of the recovery (1.5 

percent against 0.8 percent in the Southeast). This 

is in striking contrast to past recoveries in which 

the Southeast always rebounded more rapidly 

(see box).

Housing Slows Recovery

W hile consumer spending, after some hesitancy, 

now seems to be recovering at about the same pace 

both in the Southeast and in the nation, the con

tinuing drag on the region's economy seems to be 

housing, as we had expected one year ago. W hile 

new residential contracts did turn up slightly as last 

year progressed, they remain only about 40 percent 

of their early 1973 level. And, compared to the 

pickup in national housing contracts, the Southeast's 

housing recovery has been less than moderate. 

(Regional housing permits have risen by about 30 

percent from their low, compared to an 

approximate 50-percent rise nationally. The 

picture remains particularly bleak in Florida, 

where no rebound has begun after a very sharp 

housing contraction.)

Capital spending, as mentioned, was another 
drag on the recovery in 1975, both nationally and 
in the Southeast. Nonresidential contracts, though 

following an erratic pattern, generally flattened out 
throughout the year. Overall, construction remained 

a depressant on the recovery in late 1975, with 

construction jobs tumbling by 5.7 percent in the 
first six months of recovery (April through October). 

Nationally, it was also a negative factor, but less 

so; construction jobs fell 1.6 percent.

Manufacturing Sector Rebounds

W ithout construction's drag, the Southeast's 

recovery would just about match the nation's. 

Surprisingly, regional manufacturing has recovered 

more rapidly than in the nation. Manufacturing jobs 

rose at nearly twice the national rate as recovery got 

underway last year. This was largely because of the 

region's concentration of nondurable industries, 

such as textiles, apparel, and chemicals, which 

declined steeply in production and jobs in late

1974 and early 1975. These important Southeastern 

industries therefore realigned their inventories most
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THE RECESSION IN PERSPECTIVE

The most recent recession has had a greater impact 

on the District economy than any other in the past 

30 years. Measured by nonfarm employment, the 

District's economy usually drops less in recession 
and expands more in recovery than the nation's 
(see chart). However, over the past eighteen 

months, District employment declined more and 

recovered less than nationally.

Changes in employment and production for the 

District and U. S. were examined for the 12 months 

ending April 1975 and the six months ending 

October 1975. April saw the first stirrings of re

covery in the economy. During the 12-month de

cline, nonfarm employment fell 3.6 percent in the 
District and 2.4 percent nationally. In the six- 

month recovery period from April to October, jobs 

increased 3.0 percent per annum nationally but 

only 1.6 percent in the District.

The construction sector was the primary reason 

for the Southeast's poorer performance during the 

past recession. When the recession began, con

struction jobs made up 7.5 percent of total non- 

farm employment in the Southeast, compared to 

5.2 percent nationally. And during the recession 

itself, the Southeast's construction work force was 

down 18.5 percent, compared to 14.5 in the U. S. 

This harder blow to an industry that is even more 

important in the District than nationally explains 

the unusual severity of the recession in the South

east.

Construction was not alone in experiencing 

recession. The related sectors of finance, insurance,

and real estate were also hit, declining 2.2 percent 

in terms of jobs during the recession. Nationally, 

jobs in those sectors held unchanged.

The District's recovery is now firm ly established, 
but continued weakness in construction is masking 

some of the recovery's overall strength. In the six 

months following the April 1975 low, nonfarm jobs 

have increased at an annual rate of only 1.6 

percent in the District, compared to a 3-percent 

rate in the U. S. However, recovery outside the 

construction sector compares less unfavorably, 

recording a 2.6-percent rate of gain versus a 3.2- 

percent rate for the nation. Even ignoring the 

construction and related sectors, the District 
recovery is still slower than the nation's.

There are some positive signs, however. Several 

manufacturing industries have been recovering 

more rapidly than their national counterparts in 

recent months. For example, transportation equip

ment rebounded at a 10-percent annual rate 

during the first six months of recovery, compared 

to 1.6 percent in the nation. In nondurable goods, 

textile jobs were up early and fast, 20 percent an

nually, despite continued sluggishness in residential 

construction and auto building, two industries 

which use large amounts of textile products. The 

apparel industry is also providing strong impetus 

to regional recovery, with jobs and production up 

at 21 percent annually. Thus, manufacturing is 

leading the District economy out of its most 

severe recession since World War II.

rapidly. As a result, they were able to expand 
production and jobs earlier than other industries, 
where inventory overhangs remained a problem. 

Transportation equipment manufacturing in the 
Southeast also seemed to recover somewhat better 
than nationally. Besides auto workers returning to 

their jobs in the Atlanta area, shipbuilding and 

some government-related activity in Mississippi and 

Louisiana gave this industry a boost.

Other parts of the Southeast's economy not 

matching the national recovery rate (in terms of 

job gains) were trade, business services, and state 

and local governments. The slower turnaround in 

sales may have held back the trade sector. Tourist 

activity, however, remained unexpectedly robust 

in most parts of the Southeast through much of

1975. This helped moderate the decline in the 
trade sector.

Business services composed of finance, insurance, 
and real estate probably lagged because of the 
sluggishness in regional housing and construction, 

as well as the retrenching of many regional banks. 

Because of recession-induced revenue shortfalls, 
state and local governments have been hard put 
through the early stages of recovery, (job gains have 

been less than nationally.) State and local govern
ments in the Southeast have probably felt the 

recession more than many other parts of the 

country.

The region's farm sector continued to do well in 

the last half of 1975. Although prices of some 

grains, soybeans, and livestock had fallen below 

year-ago levels, large crops and Russian purchases 

of grains kept total crop receipts from declining. 

Some recovery in poultry and livestock prices have 

also slightly improved farm incomes from livestock
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in late 1975. Farm cash receipts in 1975 appear to 

be approximately 6 percent above year-ago levels.

Recovery Varies Among States

Recession and recovery have varied strikingly 

among the Southeast's states; again the old cliches 

do not hold. The rapid-growth states such as Florida 

and Georgia, which usually slide through recessions 

unscathed, were hit hardest in the most recent 
downturn and have recovered the least. The prime 

reason for this is that growth areas typically have 
large construction sectors; they also have more 
speculative building than other areas. Construction 

in these states dropped the most and, as a 
consequence, the overall decline was greater (see 

chart). Because of the continued sluggishness in 
construction, recovery has been more moderate in 

these states and in some cases is not yet apparent, 

as in Florida.

Recovery: How Long?

The Southeast's economic recovery is clearly 

underway. Two questions remain: W ill the 

recoveries here and nationwide continue at a 

moderate pace throughout this year? W ill the 

Southeast's economic rebound continue slower 

than the nation's?

T h e  exte n d e d  p eak  and  jagg ed  trough  of D is t r ic t  
non farm  e m p lo ym e n t h id  la rge  d if fe re n c e s  
am ong th e  s ta te s .
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Doubts Linger Over National Recovery

There has been much discussion about the 

duration of the nation's economic recovery. Job 

increases and associated income growth during the 

last half of 1975 provided a sound foundation for a 

continuing recovery, both nationally and regionally. 
But many forecasters point to potential trouble 

spots. Housing is still depressed; continued highs 

in auto sales are doubtful. Inflation, while it has 

dropped, is still high and might flare up again, 

according to some views, with a heavy year of wage 

bargaining ahead. Interest rates, though down from 

a year ago, are still high and, should inflation 

kick back up, could very well rise again. These 

doubts may also be in the minds of consumers, 

home buyers, and businessmen. Consumers wary 
of inflation are still holding back on spending, and 

many home buyers and businessmen, unsure of the 

future, seem more conservative than in the past.

All these doubts may be slowing the current 

recovery. But unless these turn into real trouble 

spots, the recovery is unlikely to be aborted. Over 

the past few years, the economy has suffered one 

sharp shock after another— the oil embargo leading 

to steep oil costs, crop failures, and wage-price 

freezes. Some of the uncertainties which have 

clouded the air have now been settled. The 

economy may now be moving more smoothly. 

Though major strikes are possibilities in a year of 

heavy labor-contract bargaining, such a shock 

would be less unsettling than the events of the past 

few years. The U. S. economy may well be on the 

path of steady, if not heady, recovery.

How W ill Southeast's Recovery Compare?

W ill the Southeast's recovery continue more 

moderate than nationally? The region's economy 

cannot be expected to return to more normal 
growth until the construction industry shows more 

vigor. W hile there were signs last year of residential 
construction rebounding, some areas are still 

overbuilt. At the same time commercial and 
industrial building remains weak, and overbuilding

w ill remain a problem in some cities for the next 
few years.

Despite these problems, this year should bring the 
Southeast's recovery closer to the national pace. 

Population continues to grow faster in this region, 

which should eventually stimulate more residential 
building (see box).

The region's manufacturing sector seems capable 

of expanding output and jobs as the year progresses. 

Financial institutions, after their efforts last year to 

rebuild liquidity and write off bad loans, should be 

in a good position to finance business, consumer, 

and housing needs. Households w ill likely continue 

to supply additional deposits as incomes grow. 

Commercial banks have built sizable amounts of 
secondary liquidity in Federal Government securi

ties that can be utilized as loan demand strengthens. 

Southeastern banks therefore seem able to finance 

a continuing economic expansion.

The Southeast's farm sector should also help 

recovery. The livestock sector should continue to 

strengthen in the year ahead as increasing demand 

for meats stimulates greater output of poultry, pork, 

and grain-fed beef. The prospects for continued 

high crop prices w ill induce farmers to maintain 

high levels of crop output. On balance, it appears 

that agricultural gains w ill be more evenly balanced 

between the crop and livestock sectors.

In summary, this year could easily bring on 

continued recovery for the Southeast. We should 

be cautious, however, about expecting a quick 

reduction in unemployment in 1976. A recovery of 

the present moderate proportions w ill act only 

slowly on unemployment. Unemployment w ill, 

therefore, remain a problem but should recede as 

the year progresses. On a more positive note, 

construction activity could snap back quicker than 

anticipated, putting the region back on its more- 

rapid-than-national growth path. More likely, 

however, the Southeast's recovery w ill at best match 

the national pace, with some of the Southeastern 
states outperforming the nation while those where 
overbuilding remains a problem continue to lag 

behind. ■
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